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Hello everyone,  
 
I trust this message finds you in great spirits.  Thank you for downloading Catalogue 27. 
 
I’m very proud of the swords contained within this catalogue.  Each sword is special and collectible.  
Every sword has attained prestigious NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon certification apart from the Kuniie tachi 
because the master smith is still alive.  Most of swords I acquired on my trip to Japan in January 2017.   
 
Tokubetsu Hozon translates as a sword ‘especially worthy of preservation’.  Each sword is made to a 
standard that deserves to be cherished by someone who reflects such excellence.  It is my hope that the 
new caretakers gain a burst of emotional fuel to live each and every day as if it’s their last.  Let’s make the 
memory of our lives also especially worthy of preservation by creating a lasting contribution to this world.  
 
We begin the catalogue with a powerful katana that is dated to “A Good Day in February 1854”.  The sword 
smith is Suishinshi Masatsugu, grandson to the shinshinto grandmaster Suishinshi Masahide.  This sword’s 
unique shape was inspired by the famous Kogarasu Maru tachi from the 8th century.  The top 13cm of the 
blade is double-edged.  I must admit, when holding this sword, I feel a sense of absolute invincibility.   
 
The next piece is a katana by Jojo-saku swordsmith Dewa Daijo Kunimichi.  This splendid sword is in a 
wonderful polish and with me here in the UK on consignment.  The blade measures to a Jo-sun length,  
(2-shaku 3-sun 5-bu or 71.5cm), modified to this benchmark size for a samurai katana in the Edo period.  
 
The third sword is one that I remember fondly from my trip in Japan.  It is a katana by second generation 
Takahira from the celebrated Kanewaka school.  Everything about this sword speaks to samurai status.  
From the quality to the blade to the antique battle-ready koshirae that I believe to be the original to the 
sword.  If you wish to be transported to Kanazawa city 300-plus years ago, strongly consider this sword.  
 
Our forth piece is a muscular katana by famed swordsmith Musashi Daijo Korekazu.  Korekazu is one of 
the leading figures of the shinto period having established the Edo Ishido school in the early 1600s.  His 
influence was so great that several generations of Korekazu followed in his footsteps.  It’s easy to see why. 
 
If you love dragons and you want a sharp sword with character and flair, then the fifth piece by Kozuke 
no Kami Kunitsune katana is for you.  Look for the hidden dragon in the scabbard!  Next, the Awa no 
Kami Yasutsuna katana from the Kii Ishido school is a delightful sword that was crafted near Osaka castle 
in the mid-1600s.  This sword has good energy.  I can tell that it has been cherished by previous owners.     
 
The seventh sword is a stellar tachi by modern-day maestro Yoshihara Kuniie (Shoji). This sword knocked 
my socks off in Japan.  At nearly 80cm in cutting length with a grand Kamakura koshi-zori curvature and 
over a kilogram in weight, this gunome choji-midare Bizen masterpiece is an absolute tour de force. 
 
Our cover sword is our eighth piece - a beautiful katana made nearly 600 years ago by notable smith 
Bishu Osafune Yasumitsu.  Elegance surrounds this rare treasure in every way.  I recommend highly.  
Our final piece is a superb wakizashi by Hidetoki that will make for an enjoyable custom koshirae project. 
 
Thank you to all who have joined our VIP email list and to the many who claimed swords in Tokyo via a 
private meeting.  As always, we look forward to serving you. 
 
Warm regards,                            

 
 
Pablo Kuntz  
March 2017                                  
 
 

Happy 10th birthday Hannah! 
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Index of Available Japanese Swords  
  
ITEM#   SWORDSMITH & TYPE CM  CERTIFICATE  ERA / PERIOD   PRICE 
ujka175  A MASATSUGU KATANA 71.8 Tokubetsu Hozon Dated February 1854 SOLD 
ujka236  A KUNIMICHI KATANA 71.5 Tokubetsu Hozon Kan’ei (1624~1644) SOLD 
ujka238  A TAKAHIRA II KATANA 69.7 Tokubetsu Hozon Dated August 1681 SOLD 
ujka239  A KOREKAZU KATANA 71.5 Tokubetsu Hozon Kanbun (1661~1673) SOLD 
ujka243  A KUNITSUNE KATANA 67.7 Tokubetsu Hozon Manji (1658~1661) SOLD 
ujka245  A YASUTSUNA KATANA 70.3 Tokubetsu Hozon Kanbun (1661~1673) SOLD  
ujka246  A KUNIIE TACHI  77.6 N/A (living smith) Dated Heisei 9 (1997) SOLD 
ujka247  A YASUMITSU II KATANA 66.3 Tokubetsu Hozon Eikyo (1429~1441) SOLD 
ujwa209 A HIDETOKI WAKIZASHI 53.8 Tokubetsu Hozon Shoho era (1644~1648) SOLD 
  

ALL PRICES ARE IN US DOLLARS 
 

To access current and previous catalogues, please visit: 
http://new.uniquejapan.com/currently-available-swords-at-unique-japan 

 

 
To online visitors around the world… 
 

Welcome!  We completely respect the fact it takes a huge leap 
of personal faith in us to commit to a particular sword(s) 
given the reliance on photos and descriptions for such a 
highly valued item. 
 
It is our promise to address all your questions to the best of 
our ability.  It’s important to us that you feel completely 
confident that the sword you choose (and chooses you) is 
destined for your family to cherish and preserve. 
 
Please take reassurance that all swords from Unique Japan are 
guaranteed authentic and come with a 3-day worry free 
inspection period upon arrival to your home. 
 
We acquire swords on a regular basis and can source swords 
for collectors seeking a specific smith and/or school.   
 
Please inquire about our latest arrivals that may not be listed 
in the catalogue.  
 
Also, be sure let us know if you are travelling to Tokyo as we 
can book a private meeting together at our studio in Ebisu. 
 
Domo arigato, 
Pablo 
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item# ujka175         
 

A MASATSUGU KATANA 
signed, late edo period (kaei era: a good day in february 1854) 
 
Swordsmith:  Suishinshi Fujiwara Masatsugu  
Measurements: Length: 71.8cm (ubu) Curvature: 1.0cm      Moto-haba: 3.29cm 
Jihada:  Koitame 
Hamon:  Gunome choji midare, long ashi, sunagashi, kinsuji 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Authenticity: Sayagaki by Tanobe sensei 
Fujishiro:   Jo-saku (ranked as a superior swordsmith) 	
Included:  Shirasaya, fabric bag, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, printed description  
 

SOLD  
 
Behold a late Edo period gem by one of the most celebrated swordsmiths of the Shinshinto 
period, Suishinshi Masatsugu. The unique structure of this katana being doubled edged near the 
kissaki (tip area) was inspired by the imperial treasure Kogarasu-maru tachi from the 8th century 
by Amakuni.   This is one very sharp, muscular sword.  The hamon carries an abundance of 
hataraki (activity) to admire with beautiful long ashi (legs).  Certification includes NBTHK 
Tokubetsu Hozon, NTHK-NPO Yushusaku and comprehensive sayagaki by Tanobe sensei.  
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item# ujka236      
 

A KUNIMICHI KATANA 
signed, early edo period (kan’ei era: 1624~1644) 
 
Swordsmith:  Dewa Daijo Fujiwara Kunimichi 
Location:   Yamashiro province (Kyoto) 
Measurements: Length: 71.5cm (suriage to Jo-sun)    Curvature: 1.8cm     Weight: 837g 
Jihada:  Dense mokume (in beautiful polish) 
Hamon:  Yakidashi suguha with gunome midare, kinsen, sunagashi and Mishina boshi 
Certificate:  NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Fujishiro:  Jojo-saku (ranked as a highly superior swordsmith) 
Asaemon:  Wazamono (rated as a maker of sharp swords) 
Included:  Shirasaya, koshirae, fabric bags, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, description 
 

SOLD 
 
Born in 1596, Kunimichi is one of the finest swordsmiths from the Edo period.  Ranked Jojo-
saku, a highly superior smith, he studied under both Iga no Kami Kinmichi of the Mishina school 
and grandmaster Horikawa Kunihiro.  He is considered Kunihiro’s most accomplished student. 
 
This handsome katana has just been polished by a mukansa rated polisher and stands in sublime 
condition. The eye-catching hamon starts off suguha (straight) and then billows into a flamboyant 
gunome midare hamon with tobiyaki, sunagashi and kinsuji.  This sword has recently been imported 
from Japan into the UK.  It has a lovely custom koshirae with a wise and noble message. 
 
Please watch video introduction (19-min):  https://youtu.be/27hiuAdr7IE 
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item# ujka238         
 

A TAKAHIRA KATANA  
signed & dated, edo period, 9th year of enpo (august 1681) 
 
Swordsmith:  Kashu Kanazawa Ju Takahira (Denuemon, 2nd generation Takahira) 
Measurements: Length: 69.7cm  Curvature: 2.4cm     Moto-haba: 3.0cm 
Jihada:  Itame and masame hada (wavy and straight grain) with chikei 
Hamon:  Bright gunome midare with good ashi, sunagashi and kinsen 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku (a sword designated as Highly Excellent by the Society 
for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Certificate #3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a koshirae designated as Authentic by the Society for the 
Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Chu-Josaku (ranked as an above average swordsmith) 	
Included:  Shirasaya, Edo koshirae, fabric bags, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, description 
 

SOLD 
 
Second generation swordsmith Takahira (Denuemon) is from the prestigious Kanewaka School 
from Kaga province that worked closely with the wealthy and powerful Maeda family.  This 
beautiful katana, signed and dated to August 1681, radiates a samurai glow.  The hamon is bright 
and free-flowing on a clean straight-grain masame hada that requires great skill and precision.  
 
Quite remarkably, it’s splendid battle-ready koshirae with a traditional crisscross grooved Kaga 
habaki has been preserved for well over 250 years, making it likely to be the original koshirae to 
the sword itself.  Certification includes NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon and NTHK-NPO Yushusaku. 
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item# ujka239         
 

A SAKON KOREKAZU KATANA  
signed, early edo period, kanbun era (1661~1673) 
 
Swordsmith:  Musashi Daijo Sakon Korekazu (Shodai, first generation) 
Measurements: Length: 71.5cm (ubu)  Curvature: 1.5cm       Moto-haba: 3.0cm 
Jihada:  Itame and masame hada (wavy and straight grain) with chikei and utsuri 
Hamon:  Choji-midare, with plentiful sunagashi and kinsen 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2-4: NTHK-NPO Yushusaku & Kanteisho (a sword designated as Highly Excellent 
and a tsuba & koshirae designated as Authentic by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Authenticity: Sayagaki by Tanobe sensei 
Fujishiro:   Jo-saku (ranked as a superior swordsmith)  
Cutting ability: Ryo-Wazamono (maker of good sharp swords)	
Included:  Shirasaya, koshirae, fabric bags, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, description 
 

SOLD 
 
Musashi Daijo Korekazu was one of the finest swordsmiths and leading figures of the shinto 
period.  He moved from Omi province to Edo (Tokyo) to establish the Edo Ishido school in the 
early 1600s and trained many excellent swordsmiths as faithful stewards of the Bizen tradition.  
The finest work of which is reminiscent of Ichimonji school blades from the Kamakura period.   
 

This powerful Jo-sun (2-shaku 3-sun 5-bu) katana is emblematic of the work of Korekazu.  A choji 
midare hamon lights up the steel with generous amounts of sunagashi, kinsen, tobiyaki and utsuri.  
The koshirae features a lovely arrangement of kiku (chrysanthemum) design-inspired fittings.  
NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon, NTHK-NPO Yushusaku and sayagaki authenticity by Tanobe sensei. 
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item# ujka243         
 

A KUNITSUNE KATANA 
signed, early edo period (manji era: 1658-1661) 
 
Swordsmith:  Kozuke no Kami Fujiwara Kunitsune 
Measurements: Length: 67.7cm (ubu) Curvature: 1.8cm      Moto-haba: 3.2cm  
Jihada:  Itame and masame 
Hamon:  Gunome midare with togari, sunagashi and kinsuji 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2-3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a koshirae and tsuba designated as Authentic by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Cutting ability: Wazamono (maker of sharp swords) 
Included:  Shirasaya, Edo koshirae, fabric bags, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, description 
 

SOLD  
 
Here’s a mighty katana by wazamono swordsmith Kozuke no Kami Kunitsune who worked 
during the Manji era circa 1658-1661.  Designed with great amount of curvature, this is a sword 
meant for a warrior to hold comfortably with one or two hands.  A bright and consistent gunome 
midare hamon with classic Mino tradition togari peaks its way the length of the blade.  This is a 
well-forged sword with particularly beautiful masame hada in the shinogi-ji. 
 
An Edo period dragon-themed koshirae exudes a fighting spirit.  Note the imposing crawling 
dragons for menuki wrapped in katate-maki.  The lacquer on the scabbard is from the 1800s and is 
aging away in such a way that it appears like molten lava.  Look for the hidden dragon within 
the scabbard!  This katana is certified NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon with certificates for the koshirae 
and a unique early-Edo iron tsuba with curled edges by the Aoki Kanesada school. 
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item# ujka245         
 

A YASUTSUNA KATANA  
signed, early edo period (kanbun era: 1661-1673) 
 
Swordsmith:  Awa no Kami Yasutsuna / crafted near a castle in Osaka  
Measurements: Length: 70.3cm  Curvature: 1.5cm     Moto-haba: 3.0cm 
Jihada:  Itame with masame, tobiyaki and light utsuri 
Hamon:  Bright choji midare and koshibiraki with sunagashi, plentiful nie  
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2-3: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a koshirae and tsuba designated as Authentic by the 
Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Authenticity  Sayagaki by Dr. Sato Kanzan (former director of the NBTHK)	
Included:  Shirasaya, koshirae, fabric bags, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, description 
 

SOLD  
 
Accomplished swordsmith Yasutsuna worked in the Yasuhiro branch of the Kii Ishido School that 
draws their inspiration from swords of the Koto period Bizen Ichimonji School.  He was a traveller, 
dividing his time in Kii province (Wakayama) and in the flourishing city of Osaka.  In fact, 
Yasutsuna engraved on the nakago that he crafted this particular katana near a castle in Osaka.    
 
There is a feeling of great creative pride within this sword.   The hamon is a vibrant choji-midare 
with hints of koshibiraki and utsuri in the hada.  Lovely flowing masame-hada in the shinogi-ji.  The 
koshirae features kikyo (bellflower) and an early Edo period Heianjo-zogan tsuba. Certified NBTHK 
Tokubetsu Hozon with sayagaki authentication by Dr. Kanzan Sato from February 1973, this 
elegant katana has been cherished for centuries and deserves a thoughtful caretaker.    
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item# ujka246         
 

A YOSHIHARA KUNIIE TACHI  
signed & dated, 9th year of heisei period (1997) 
displayed as mukansa-level piece in a modern sword exhibition 
 
Swordsmith:  Musashi Ju Kuniie (third generation, Yoshihara Shoji)  
Measurements: Length: 77.6cm  Curvature: 2.6cm     Moto-haba: 3.5cm 
Jihada:  Itame hada, tobiyaki and shirake utsuri 
Hamon:  Gorgeous gunome choji midare with yo, crafted in the Bizen tradition 
Engraving:  Full length bo-hi (groove) 
Awards:  Mukansa-level swordsmith (top rank, without judgement) 
Included:  Shirasaya, fabric bag, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, printed description 
 

SOLD  
 
Modern-day master swordsmith Yoshihara Shoji is the grandson of Kuniie, son of Masahiro, and 
the younger brother of Yoshindo Yoshihara.  He is the third-generation Kuniie swordsmith. 
 
This glorious tachi, crafted in the Bizen tradition, possesses majestic curvature and shape that is 
reminiscent of the great works of the Kamakura period.  The sword was displayed in a 1997 
exhibition of modern swords as a mukansa-level art piece.  Kuniie sensei is a City of Tokyo 
Intangible Cultural Asset and has earned countless awards and accolades.  This awe-inspiring 
sword carries a spectacular gunome choji midare hamon that renders one justifiably speechless.   
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item# ujka247         
 

A YASUMITSU KATANA  
signed, early muromachi period, eikyo era (1429-1441) 
 
Swordsmith:  Bishu Osafune Yasumitsu (Nidai, 2nd generation)  
Measurements: Length: 66.3cm (suriage nakago)  Curvature: 1.5cm     Moto-haba: 2.8cm 
Jihada:  Itame and masame hada with gorgeous midare utsuri 
Hamon:  Bright gunome choji-midare with koshibriaki, sunagashi and kinsen 
Certificate #1: NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as a sword Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Art Sword) 
Certificate #2-5: NTHK-NPO Kanteisho (a sword, tsuba, fuchi-kashira and koshirae designated as 
Authentic by the Society for the Preservation of the Japanese Sword) 
Fujishiro:   Jo-saku (ranked as a superior swordsmith) 
Cutting ability: Wazamono (maker of sharp swords)	
Included:  Shirasaya, Edo koshirae, fabric bags, stand, kit, DVD, booklet, description 
 

SOLD 
 
Maestro swordsmith Yasumitsu is the son of first generation Uemonnojo Yasumitsu who, together 
with Morimitsu and Moromitsu, are the famous Oei San Mitsu - the three Mitsu’s of the Oei era 
from the early Muromachi period.  It is in this period that the uchigatana begins to evolve from 
the horseback ridden tachi.  This sword exhibits all the qualities that make fine blades of the koto 
period so captivating.  The stunning bo-utsuri on the blade is 600-year-old Bizen magic. 
 

An elegant Edo-period koshirae accompanies the sword with a dragon Yoshioka school tsuba and a 
rooster fuchi-kashira by Omori Hideuji.  This is a highly collectible samurai sword that radiates 
class and stature.  Five certificates of authenticity accompany this rare and brilliant work of art.  
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item# ujwa209         
 

A HIDETOKI WAKIZASHI 
signed, early edo period (shoho era: 1644-1648) 
 
Swordsmith:  Yamashiro no Kami Hidetoki (Shodai, first generation) 
Location:   Settsu province (Osaka) 
Length:   53.8cm (ubu)   
Curvature:   0.6cm 
Jihada:   Koitame         
Hamon:  Gunome midare and kobushigata choji (wavy temper line with fist-shaped cloves)  
Certificate:  NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon (a sword designated as Especially Worthy of 
Preservation by the Society for the Preservation of the Japan Art Sword) 
Fujishiro:  Chu-Josaku (ranked as an above average swordsmith) 
Cutting ability: Wazamono (maker of sharp swords) 
Included:  Shirasaya, sword fabric bag, sword stand, maintenance kit, DVD, etc.  
 

SOLD 
 
Yamashiro no Kami Hidetoki originally hails from Mino province where he belonged to the 
Toku ́in school.  He first travelled to Owari province where he refined his craft under the 3rd 
generation Masatsune. 
 
This robust and sharp wakizashi was crafted by first generation Shodai Hidetoki who was active 
during the Shoho era (1644-1648).  Hidetoki also worked temporarily in Edo while his successor, 
2nd generation Hidetoki, moved and stayed there.  
 
Featuring a bright and beautiful gunome midare hamon mixed with gorgeous kobushigata choji (fist-
shaped clusters of clove blossoms) this wakizashi is a prime candidate for a custom koshirae 
project if desired by the new caretaker.  Sword has recently attained NBTHK Tokubetsu Hozon. 
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Arigato! 
 
Thank you for downloading our catalogue.  
We look forward to serving you.   
 
Please join our VIP mailing list to be informed of recently 
acquired swords.  Email us at service@uniquejapan.com 
 

 
 

This catalogue is dedicated to our fellow warrior, Jørgen.  
Forever in our memory. 
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